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The beam dUJ!lp experiments performed at CERN SPS
observed prompt ve (or ~e) interactions at the rate
of-1.3/ton/10l 8 protons (H. Wachsmuth, Proceedings
of the International symposium on Lepton and Photon
Interactions at High Energies, Fermilab, 1979,
p. 541). We assume that these prompt neutrinos
come from D1: and F1: production is 10\ of D mesons
due to the presence of a s-quark in F. Using a
theoretical estimate of 8 (F +TV) - 3\, we obtain
the vT event rate in our emulsion target ( 100 kg),

18 18 • 0 1 • 0.031.3(/ton/10 I . 0.1 tons' 7x10 • il.2

• 0.6 • 2 = 0.016 events

where 0.2 is the branching ratio of D1: + evX, 0.6 is
the cross section ratio a(v )/a(ve) and the last
~actor 2 takes care of the presence of twOVt'S in
the chain decay F + tVt, T + v)C. Thus, though this
estimate is crude, we are not able to expect any
significant prompt v events in this experiment.
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SOLAR NEUTRINOS AND NEUTRINO OSCILLATIONS
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The topics I 1..111 cover are. in order: an overview of the sub
Ject of solar neutrinos. a brief summary of the theory of stellar
evolution. a description of the main sources of solar neutrinos.
a brief summary of the results of the Brookhaven 37Cl experiment.
an analysis of the principal new solar neutrino experiments that have
been proposed. and some new calculations related to averages that
must be done if oscillations are important in solar neutrino experi
ments. Most of the information contained in this talk has been
summarized in recent reviewsl.2.3.~.5.

The most important fact about the subject I alii reviewing is
that there is a serious -discrepancy between the standard theory and
observation.

One may well ask: 10Ihy devote so much effort in trying to under
stand a backyard problem like the sun's thermonuclear fUrnace when
there are so many exciting and exotic discoveries occurring in astron
omy? Most natural scientists believe that we understand the process
by which the sun's heat is produced - that is. in thermonuclear reac
tions that fuse light elements into heavier ones. thus converting
mass into energy. However. no one has found an easy way to test the
extent of our understanding because the sun's thermonuclear fUrnace
is deep in the interior. where it is hidden by an enormous mass of
cooler material. Hence conventional astronomical instruments can
only record the photons emitted by the outermost layers of the sun
(and other stars). The theory of solar energy generation is suf
ficiently 1lIIportant to the general understanding of stellar evolu
tion that one would like to find a more definitive test.

There is a way to directly and quantitatively test the theory
of nuclear energy generation in stars like the sun. Of the particles
released by the assumed thermonuclear reactions in the solar interior.
only one has the ability to penetrate from the center of the sun to
the surface and escape into space: the neutrino. Thus neutrinos
offer us a unique possibility of "looking" into the solar interior.
Moreover. the theory of stellar aging by thermonuclear burning is
Widely used in interpreting many kinds of astronomical information
and is a necessary link in establishing such basic data as the ages
of the stars and the abundances of the elements. The parallleters of
the sun (its age ......s , IlDllinosity. and chemical cOlllpositionl are
better known than those of any other star. and it is in the simplest
and best understood stage of stellar evolution. the quiescent main
sequence stage. Thus an experiment designed to capture neutrinos
produced by solar thermonuclear reactions is a crucial one tor the
theory of stellar evolution. We also hoped originally that the
~pplication of a new observing technique would provide added insight
and detailed information. It is tor allot these reasons (a unique
opportw.ity to see inside a star. a well-posed prediction 'of a
widely used theory. and the hope tor new insights}that so much effort
has been devoted to the solar neutrino problem.



A number of exotic solutions to the solar neutrino problem, modifying
either the physics or the astronomy (and in some cases both), have
been proposed. Even if one grants that the source of the discrepancy
is astronomical. there is no general agreement as to what aspect of
the theory is most likely to be incorrect. As indicated above, many
of the proposed solutions of the solar neutrino problem have broad
implications for conventional astronomy and cosmology. Some of them
would change the theoretical ages of old stars or the inferred primor
dial element abundances.

On the other hand. modified theories of the weak interactions
have been proposed in which neutrinos may disappear by mixing6.7.8
or decay9 in transit from the sun to the earth, but for which there
are no terrestrially measurable consequences. The organizers of this
conference have played a tremendously important role by their recent
articles on the subJect10• 1l in stimulating new experiments and ideas
in this area. These ideas have been discussed extensively by experts
at this conference and so I will say little about the SUbject except
to indicate where solar neutrinos fit into the problem and to stress
the need for averaging over the spectrum12 when considering the impli
cations of the results tor the solar neutrino problem.

Boris Kayser told me that the main thing people want to know
from me at this conference is whether or not the solar neutrino prob
lem should be considered as evidence for neutrino oscillations. I
will try to give you sufficient information to make up your own mind
~n this question.

STELLAR EVOLUTION

I have listed on Slide I (Table I) everything that I think you
:1eed to know about stellar evolution. There are many more things in
stellar evolution theory, but I don't think you have to know them in
~rder to understand solar neutrino experiments, certainly not for the
purposes of this talk. Table I summarizes the principles that are
required for constructing solar models and that are tested by solar
neutrino experiments.

Table I Three Minute Course In Stellar Evolution Principle

Hydrostatic Equilibrium
Spherical Sun
Nuclear Energy Source
Energy Transport by Radiation • Convection
flnifor- Primordial Com~sition=Surface Composition
Evolution (age =5 x 10 9 yrs.)

BO'l"l'OM LIlIE: Only HCl Experiment Inconsistent with
Standard Theory

The first principle is hydrostatic eqUilibrium. which in practice
is used together with the special assumption of spherical symm~try.
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The second principle is that the energy source is postulated to be
nuclear; the rates of the nuclear reactions depend on the density
(p) and the temperature (T). and the composition (Xi)' The practi
cal part of this principle is that the rate at which the nuclear
reactions produce energy when integrated over the Whole sun is
equal to the observed solar luminosity today. The "today" is an
essential part ot this principle.

The third principle is that the energy is transported from the
deep interior to the surface via radiation and convection. In prac
tice, for most (but not quite all) of the models. the great bulk of
the energy is transported by radiation. The key quantities are the
gradient of the temperature (dT/dr) and the opacity of the solar
matter.

The assumption that the initial composition was uniform and is
equal to the presently observed surface composition is closely re
lated to the question of which opacity should be used. It is plausi
ble that the surface composition has not changed much because of
nuclear reactions since the sun was formed. It is not quite so ob
vious that nothing has been added to the solar surface since the
sun was born. However. that is the assumption which is widely used
throughout astronomy and is the basis for making the standard cal
culations.

The ~inal principle is that the sun evolves because it burns
its nuclear fuel. It has burned tor something like 5 billion years
so far. One mocks up this evolution by computing several quasista
tic models which march along in time.

The bottom line of this brief course in stellar evolution is:
within our store of observational information about stars. only the
Brookhaven Chlorine 37 experiment of Ray Davis and his colleagues
is inconsistent with the standard theory of stellar evolution. It
is the only place where we don't see a way out of observational
difficulties unless we modify something among the basic assumptions.

NUCLEAR roSION IN THE SUN

I shall now outline briefly the conventional wisdom13.l~ regard
ing nuclear fusion as the energy source for main sequence stars like
the sun. It is assumed that the sun shines because of fusion reac
tions similar to those envisioned for terrestrial fusion reactors.
The basic solar process is the fusion of four protons to form an
alpha particle, two positrons (e+), and two neutrinos (v), that is,
4p .. a + 2e+ + 2ve• The principal reactions are shown in Table 2
with a column indicating in what percentage of the solar terminations
of the proton-proton chain each reaction occurs. The rate for the
initiating proton-proton (pp) reaction. number 1 in Table 2, is
largely determined by the total luminosity of the sun. Unfortunately,
these neutrinos are below the threshold, which is 0.81 Mev" tor the
37Cl experiment. Several of the proposed new experiments. especially
the 71Ga and 115In experiments, will be primarily sensitive to neu
trinos from the p-p reaction; The PEP reaction (number 2), which
is the same as the familiar PP reaction except for having the elec
tron in the initiql state. is detectable in the 37Cl experiment.



The ra.tio of PEP to PP neutrinos is approximately independent of
vhich model (see below) one uses for the solar properties. Two
athe: reactions in Table 2 are of special interest. The capture of
electrons by 7Be (reaction 6) produces detectable neutrinos in the
37Cl experiment. The 8B beta decay, reaction 9, was expected to be
the main source of neutrinos for the 37Cl experiment because of their
relatively high energy (14 Mev), although it is a rare reaction in
the sun (see Table 2). There are also sOllIe less important neutrino
producing reactions frOlll the carbon-nitrogen-oxygen (cso) cycle,
but we shall not discuss them in detail since the CBO cycle is be
lieved to play a rather small role in the energy-production budget
of the SUD.

Table II The proton-proton chain in the sun
SolarZ3

mu.ber Reaction terminatiolls Maxilllulll Neutrino Energy
(%) (Mev)

p¥H+e++v (99.75) 0.420
or

- p+e-+p+.2H+v (0.25) 1.44 (monoenergetic)

2S+p+3He+v (100)

'" 3He+3He-o-4He+2p (87)
or

3ae+4He+7Be+v (13)

oS 7Be-+e-·7Li+v
0.861 (90%), 0.383 (10%).. 7Li+p+24He (Both monoenergetic),

or
:, 7Be+p+8B+v (0:02)

J '3B+8Be*+e++v 14.06

10 !lBe*.2 4He
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esting of which have not been pursued because I found that the cross
sections could not be calculated accurately. You might think that
once the machinery has been developed to calculate the average cross
sections for one target then it would be a cOlllpletely straightforward
job to calculate the cross section for any other target. However,
this is not so. Every nucleus has its own peculiarities and indi
vidualities, particularly with regard to the contribution of excited
states.

The details of the calculations have been described elsewhere1,lS
I will only mention that the basic ingredient is the theory of
(charge-changing) nuclear beta-decay, the Hamiltonian for which is
well-known frOlll laboratory experiments. A number of special effects
must be evaluated accurately: including electron screening, averages
over broad nuclear states 8Be·, relativistic effects for the bound
electrons (used in interpreting the reverse electron capture reac
tions), precise phase-space factors (f-values), etc.

The IIIOSt complicated (and otten the- IIIOst important) question
concerns the contribution of transitions trOlll the ground state of
the target nucleus to the various excited states of the daughter
nucleus. The relative contributions of the excited states must be
estimated quantitatively for each target using all the available
nuclear data and numerical calculations for different assumed solar
neutrino spectra.

In the best cases (e.g., 37Cl or 71aa), the matrix elements for
the ground-state to ground-state transitions can be determined from
measurements of the inverse electron capture reactions. Of course,
in order to interpret the electron-capture rates accurate bound
electron wave functions IllUst be used.

The transition from the ground-state of 37Cl to the isotopic
analogue state of 37Ar determines IIIOst of the expected capture rate
for the Chlorine experiment. This rate can be calculated accurately
frOlll theoryl,lS. Moreover, the other nuclear matrix elements frOlll
the ground state of 37Cl to the various excited states of 37Ar can
be determined by studying the beta-decay of nca to 37K ,which
essentially allows us to determine via isotop~c ~~in iA~a1'ance the
eJCPerimental values of the nuclear matrix elements for the 37Cl -
37Ar transitions _ 17 20
18 19 •

TIlE BROOKHAVEN SOLAR NEUTRINO EXPERIMENT

The Brookhaven solar neutrino detector which Ray has discussed
in detail is based on the neutrino capture reaction17'lB'19'20'21:

which is the inverse of the electron capture decay of 37Ar • The
radioactive decay occurs with a half-life of 35 days. This reac
tion was chosen for 1:he Brookhaven solar neutrino experiment be
cause of its unique combination of physical and Chemical character-

:lEUTRINO ABSORPTION CROSS SECTIOlfS

:'he expected capture rate is the sum of products of: (solar
neutrino nux) times (capture cross section). The capture cross
sections must be known accurately in order to compare with expec
tations based upon stellar evolution theory or weak interaction
pbenOllellOlogy. This has been my Job for many years.

I consider the capture cross sections well known, or equivalent
!y a proposed detector well calibrated, if I can calculate the ab
sorption cross sections to an accuracy of ten percent or better for
th'!! expected solar neutrino spectl'Ulll. There have been ~ proposals
for uslftlJ -ilfferent targets over the years, some of the mst lnter-

captur~ 37
Ar

+ e
+ 3'Cl_

v decay
(l)
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Table IV Significance of counting rates in the 37Cl experiment.

One solar neutrino unit (SNU) =10-36 captures per target

Table III Predicted Capture Rates for a

Recently Computed Standard Solar Modell,23

Expected if the CNO cycle produces the solar
luminosity

Significance of counting rate

o

0.08

0.2

0.25

1.0

6.3

Capture Rate
(SNU's)

7.8 SNUTotal

150

13N

p-p

BB

7Be

PEP

Neutrino Source

28

oer second

Counting Rate
(SNU)

istics, which were favorable for building a large-seale solar neu
trino detector. Neutrino capture to form 37Ar in the ground state
has a relati'lely 10. energy threshold (0.81 Mev) and a favorable
cross section, nuclear properties that are important for observing
neutrinos trom 7Be, 13N, and 150 decay and the PEP reaction.

A set of experimental runs carried out in the Brookhaven 37Cl
experiment over the last 10 years show that the 37Ar production rate
in the tank is about 0.50 t 0.06 37Ar atoms per day (see the discus
sion by Davis in this proceeding tor· details). Even though the tank
is nearly a mile underground, a small amount of 37Ar is produced by
cosmic rays. An evaluation of data obtained by exposing 7500 liters
of C2Cl" at various depths underground suggests that the cosmic-ray
production rate in the detector may be 0.08 t 0.03 37Ar atoms ~er
day. Fireman' s22 measurements of the lllUon background using a 7K
detector suggest a background rate of (0.18 t 0.09) 37Ar atoms/day.
If this background rate is correct then there is no evidence for
any solar neutrino detection beyond the 3-0 level of significance.
Ray is continuing further measurements of the background, which are
extremely important. There are also important uncertainties in the
background rate calculated for neutrinos produced by the decays of
cosmic ray secondaries.

If the background rate determined from the C2Cl" measurements
is assumed, then a positive signal of (2.2 t 0.4) SNU- is inferred
(lSNU =10-36 captures per target particle per second).

The predicted capture rates for the currently best standard
solar mode123 are shown in Table 3. The results are expressed in
terms of SNU's =10-36 captures per target atom per second, the
characteristic counting rate for solar neutrino experiments. We find
a predicted rate of about 7.8 SNU. The neutrino absorption cross
sections used to compute the rates given in Table 3 are from ref
erence 1.

The best values to use for various parameters has recently been
investigated23 and the estimated uncertainties were found to amount
to about 1. 5 SKU.

Thus the best current theoretical estimate is 7.5 t 1.5 SNU,
appreciably lover than the 2.2 SNU production rate that is observed.
Uncertainties due to the solar composition are estimated to be about
~ 1 SNU, errors in the opacity may contribute of order t 0.5 SNU,
and the knovn statistical errors in the nuclear reactions correspond
to about ± 1 SNU.

OBSERVATIONAL IMPLICATIONS
7.5±1.5 Predictions of standard models

The 37Cl experiment tests theoretical ideas at different levels
of meaning, depending on the counting rate being discussed. The
various counting rates and their significance are summarized in
Table 4. It is obvious from a comparison of Table 4 with the experi
mental results given above that the value of 28 SNU's based on the
CNO cycle is ruled out. More surprisingly, the best current models
based on standard theory, Which imply - 6 to 9 SNU's are also in
consistent with the observations. This disagreement between stan
dard theory and observation has led to many speculative suggestions

1.5

0.3

Expected as a lover limit consistent with standard
ideas of stellar evolution

Expected from the PEP reaction. Hence a test of
the basic ideas of nuclear fusion as the
energy source for main sequence stars

J



of what might be wrong. One such suggestion2~, that in the solar
interior the heavy element abundance is at least a factor of 10 less
than the observed surface abundance , leads to an expected counting
rate of 1.5 SNU's (see Table 4), which is about as low a prediction
as one can obtain from solar models without seriously changing
current ideas about the ~hysics of the solar interior. Present and
~ture versions of the 3 Cl experiment are not likely to reach a
sensitivity as low as 0.3 SNU, the minimum counting rate (from
reaction 2 of Table 2) that can be expected if the basic idea of
::luclear fusion as the energy source for main sequence stars is cor
rect.

RETROSPECTIVE
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Published Capture Rates
as a Function of Time

Fig. 1. Published Values of the Predicted and Observed
Neutrino Capture Rates from 1964 to 1980. The detailed
references are contained in the paper by J. N. Bahcall
and R. Davis, Jr. that will appear in the Willy Fowler
festschrift.
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It is instructive to look back over the history of this subject
and to see how the observational and theoretical values have changed
vith time. This may be the best indicator of the uncertainties.

Figure 1 shows all the published values since 1964 in which
?ay and I participated. This figure is taken from a paper Ray and
: ~ave prepared for the Willy Fowler festschrift.

A few remarks need to be made about the theoretical error bars
in Figure 1. These uncertainties are more "experimental" than
"~r,eoretical" since the basic theory has not changed since 1964.
'~at have changed are the best-estimates for many different input
?arameters (see the earlier discussion under 1968). The error bars
shown in Figure 1 for the theoretical points were taken in all cases
:r~ the original papers (see caption to Figure 1) and represent the
r ange of capture rates that were calculated at the time from stan
iar:i solar models when the various nuclear and atomic parameters
"Jere allowed to vary over the range conventionally regarded as
a.c:ceptable when the calculations were made. A number of detailed
~heoretical studies and improvements have been introduced into the
stellar DIOdel calculations over the past fifteen years at great ex
pense in personal effort and computing time, but these theoretical
refinements have had only relatively minor effects on the calculated
:apture rates compared to the rather large changes produced by new
measurements of experimental parameters. The various ups and downs
i::1 the best-estimate theoretical values since 1968 represent the
largely statistical variations in the uncertainties in the many input
parUleters. The current theoretical estimate is (7.5 ± 1.5) SNU,
where the quoted uncertainty takes account of known uncertainties in
JPaCities, ~rimordial chemical composition, and nuclear reaction
parameters2 •

The procedures for analyzing the data have evolved vith time;
the teChniques are discussed fully in Ute report by Davis2 0 • All of
the published capture rates prior to 1977 were described in the
~riginal papers (see caption to figure 1) as one-standard-deviation
~pper limits. The sensitivity of the experiment has improved greatly
With time as experience has been gained with the operating system
'Uld the extremely lov count rates.

It appears from figure 1 that the published estimates for the
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capture rate were at a minimum in 1912-1914. This effect is due
almost entirely to the change in the method of analyzing the data
(see reference 20); all of the later points include the earlier data
as well. In order to check this interpretation, Bruce Cleveland
has reanalyzed the data using his maximum likelihood method. For
the data available in 1912, Cleveland finds 1. 3 t 1 SNU (compared
to the earlier pUblished value of less than 1 SNU) and for the
1914 data Cleveland finds 2.0tO.4 SNU (COlllpared to the earlier pub
lished value of 1.3 SNU). The main difference between the present
analyses and the earlier calculations is due to the fact that the
statistical uncertainty for a very small number of events is nov
properly taken into account.

The current difference between theory and observation using
the best available estimates for the parameters is about a factor
of three. Experiments to remeasure at low energies and vith the
most modern techniques the cross-section factors for the 3He_3He,
3He_"He, and 7Be_p reactions are needed urgently (experiments are
=dervay to remeasure the second of these reactions, which is being
studied by Claus ROlfs and his associates in Germany and also by
an impressive crew at Kellogg Laboratories). Of the total 7.8 SNU
~redicted by the current best-estimate model, 6.3 SNU is from the
Be(p,y)8B reaction, last studied.in detail in 1969 by Ralph

Kavanagh and his associates in an unpublished investigation. It is
worth stressing again that the entire difference between the theo
retical and observational values in Figure 1 is due to neutrinos
from BB produced in the above-mentioned p-gamma reaction. The total
capture rate also depends sensitvely upon the 3He(a,y)7Be reaction,
approximately as: (cross-section factor)O.B.

I have now done all I can to answer the question that Boris
Kayser raised. There is a solar neutrino problem, but you will have
to judge for yourselves whether or not it is related to neutrino
oscillations. My own feeling is that we will not know for sure the
answer to this question until someone completes a new solar neutrino
experiment, one which focuses on the astronomically secure p-p neu
trinos.

NEW ElCPERIMENTS

Another experiment is required to settle the issue of whether
our astronomy or our physics is the cause of the solar neutrino prob
lems. Fortunately one can make a testable distinction. The flux oC
low energy neutrinos from the PP and PEP reactions (numbers 1 and 2
in Table II) is almost entirely independent of astronomical uncer
tainties and can be calculated from the observed solar luminosity,
provided only that the basic physical ideas of nuclear fusion as the
energy source for the sun and of stable neutrinos are correct. If
these low energy solar neutrinos are detected in a future experi
ment, we will know that the present crisis is caused by a lack of
astrnomical understanding. If the .lav energy neutrinos are absent,
we will know that the present discrepancy between theory and observa
tion is due at least in part to simplifications in our physics, not
just poorly un~erstood astrophysics.
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I have ,ecently analyzed in detail the theoretical aspects of
eleven experiments that have been studied by various experimental
groups as possible new solar neutrino experiments 1• Those targets
were examined for the fol)Dwing information: (a). whether the total
cross-section solar neutrinos can be calculated to an accuracy of at
least ten percent; (b). whether something nev vill be learned about
the solar interior, or neutrino physics, by performing the proposed
experiment; and (c). Whether (in my opinion) the experiment is
feasible with current technology.

The detectors for solar neutrinos can be classified according
to their relative sensitivity to different parts of the solar neu
trino spectrum. Five of the experiments are primarily sensitive to
8B neutrinos; these are 2H, 37Cl, 51V, 5~, and neutrino-electron
scattering.

Four detectors, 71Ga, 87Rb, 115In and 205T1, are primarily
sensitive to neutrinos from the proton-proton reactions. The
expected capture rates for these detectors are ;eractically indepen
dent of the astronomical assumptions that are made provided onlY
that the sun nroduces, in a steady-state fashion and via the proton
proton chain, the energy that it radiates from its surface.

~havan has described to you already the unique characteristics
of the 15In detection system. He has certainly developed the most
sophisticated and clever detection scheme of any of the experiments16

The pep neutrinos (reaction 2, Table II) are expected to make
the largest single contribution to the capture rate of a 7Li detector,
even for the standard solar model. The observational results trom
the 3781 experiment show, moreover, that the higher energy 8B neu
trinos should contribute, for a 7Li target, at most one-half the
capture rate due to pep neutrinos. Since the pep neutrinos are as
good a measure of the proton-proton reaction rate as are the p-p
neutrinos, one can also classify the 7Li detector as a p-p sensi
tive target. The 7Li and 115In targets share the property of being
reasonabl~ sensitive to more than one neutrino branch (the pep, 7Be,
8B, and 1 0 branches for the 7Li detector; the p-p and 7Be branches
for the 115In target). The il~ and 7Be capture rates could be de
termined separately for the 1 In experiment since the energies of
the individual electrons could be measured.

The 81Br detector is primarily sensitive to 7Be neutrinos.
The 115In and neutrino-electron scattering experiments could

in principle be used to measure the direction of the electrons that
are produced and thus to establish that the incident neutrinos COllH!

frOlll the sun.
In order for a solar neutrino experiment to be most useful, the

absorption cross sections must be accurately known. Of the new
targets discussed in this paper, only 2H, 7Li, 710a, 87Rb, 115In
(with some reservations), and neutrino-electron scattering satisfy
this requirement. A new detector should also help discriminate be
tween the possible explanations of the discrepancy between theory
and observation in the 37Cl experiment. Experiments with 2H or
neutrino-electron scattering are sensitive primarily to 8B neutrinos,
as is the 37Cl experiment. In order to provide new information of
astrophysi~al i=~rtance, these experiments must be sensitive to a

--------------------------__1



I am indebted to Boris Kayser for asking the question that served
as the theme for this talk. I am gratet'ul to K. Whisnant for request
ing that I reproduce the individual numerical values of cross sections
and fluxes that would a.llov other workers to carry out proper averages
over the continuous solar neutrino spectra.

This work was supported in part by NSF Grant No. PHY81-oo605.

. The proton-proton neutrinos (which are most important in the
gallium and indium experiments) and the all neutrinos (mst important
in the 37Cl experiment) are really continuum fluxes. In order to
calcula.te the expected ca.pture ra.tes, due to these sources, one lIIIl$t
average over these continuua.. This continuum average eliminates
(see reference 12) the time-dependence due to the position of the
earth in its orbit (an effect first sugaested by I. Pallleranchuk26
and independently by the CERN27 group).

In order to calCulate the a.verage over the continuum neutrino
spectra., one must know the relevant fluxes and cross sections as a
function of energy. Numerical values are given in Figures 2 and 3
for the normalized 8B and the proton-proton fluxes and in Table V
for the 71Ga neutrino absorption cross section ~a.s II. function of
energy); the corresponding cross sections for 3 Cl are given in
Table VII of reference 1.

Table V Absorptio~_ Cro~s_§e_~ti9ns_ tor p-p Neutrinos on 71Ga

":~~,.w."." lr ')e ...... ' ...~_,_~,,',_ ''''-;~;';'~"'~''~''~:'''-~,:'';;''_~.:.c....",,~cL.
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8B flux that is significantly below that already reached by the
Brookhaven 37Cl experiment. There has not been a recent and detailed
experimental feasibility study for the proposed 87Rb experiment, per
haps because of the uncomfortably short lifetime (2. ShrS) of the
daughter nucleus. "Sr. If we set &Side 87Rb because of the absence
of a feasibility study. then the preferred trrgets are: 7Li, 71Ga,
115In, and either 2H or electron scattering if sufficiently s~
tive).

There are four major neutrino branches that must be measured
in order to carry out a program of neutrino spectroscopy of the solar
interior. These branches are the p-p, 7Be, lIB, and 13N + 150 neu
trinos. The future experimental solar neutrino ~rogram should in
clude all of the preferred new detectors. The 7 Ga experiment is
~rimarily sensitive to p-p neutrinos and the 37Cl experiment to
CIJl neutrinos. The 7Li and 115In ~eriments provide additional in
formation about the 7Be and 13J + 1~ fluxes. Taken tOfether, the
results of the four experiments (7Li. 37Cl, 71Ga, and 1 SIn) should
Ulow us to solve for the p&rllllleters of the solar interior (tempera
~ure range, density and composition). An 2H or an electron-neutrino
experiment should also be performed at some future date in order to
check on the upper limit to the 8B flux determined by the 37Cl ex
periment. If a feasible experiment is proposed in Which a 8B flux
as lov as twenty percent of the prediction from the standard model
~ould be measured then this would also be a preferred experiment
since it vauld ~rovide qualitatively new astrophysical information.

Either a 7 Ga or an 115In experiment can distinguish between
explanations that are based on presumed inadequacies in, respective
ly, the astronomical theory or the weak interaction theory provided
only that the sun produces in a steady-state f&Shion the energy it
radiates from its surface. A lev counting rate in either of these
experiments could also arise, in principle, if the sun is nov in an
abnormal phase in Which its nuclear energy generation is much less
than its surface luminosity. However, for most of the models of
this kind that have appeared in the literature, the reduction in the
counting rate of a 71Ga or an 115In experiment would not be nearly
as great as is expected on either the oscillation or the decay
hypothesis. Moreover i these latter tva processes lead to specific
predictions for the 7 Ga and 115In experiments when combined vith
the results of the 37Cl experiment.

A large scale Gallium experiment could be carried out with the
technology available today25; a 1.3 ton pilot experiment recently
vas completed. We are hopeful that funding vill be available for
an American-German collaboration (with the Heidelberg group of
T. Kirsten).

NEUTRINO OSCILLATIONS

I V&nt to ma.ke just one point about oscillations that vas not
~iscussed ca.ret'ully by Gribov and Pontecorv0 26 (nor even Bilenky'
and Pontecorvolt ) and which has been overlooked in many of' the JDOdern
rediscussions.
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p- p Neutrino Flux
versus Energy (Normalized)
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Fig. 2. p-p Neutrino Flux versus Energy (llorwalized).
Fig. 3. 8B Neutrino Flux versus Energy (Normalized).
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SOLAR NEUTRINO EXPERIMENTS AND A TEST FOil
NEUTRINO OSCILLATIONS WITH RADIOACTIVE SOURCES

.ruce T. Cleveland, -.ymond Davis Jr., snd J. K. Rowley
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973

ABS"CUC'l'

The results of the Brookhaven solar neutrino esperiment are
given and compared to the most recent standsrd solar model calcula
tions. The observatioDS are about a factor of 4 below theoretical
espectations. In view of the uncertainties involved in the
theoretical models of the SuD we do not consider the discrepancy to
be evidence for neutr ino oscillations. 111e status of the develop
ment of a gallium solar neutrino detector is described.

Radiochemical neutrino detectors can be used to search for v.
oscillatioa. by using megacur1e sources of monoenergetic neutrinos
like 65zn. A quantitative evaluation of possible speri_nU using
the Brookhaven chlorine solar neutrino detector aDd a gallium
detector is given.

nrmooUCTIOli

In this report ve will give the results of the Brookhaven
solar neutrino experiment that has been operating for 12 years.
This experiment has always observed a solar neutrino capture rate
in 37ci belo" the rate expected from standard solar models. til
recent years the observed rate has been approximately a factor of
four below theoretical expectation. Among the various explanations
advanced for the low solar neutrino {ve> flux is neutrino oscilla
tion. We will discuss this question briefly and point out that the
dominant .olar neutrino flux signal expected to be observed by the
37Cl experiment according to the standard BOlar model arises from
8B decays in the sun, and that the flux of these neutriUOlil may not
be reliably calculated. 111erefore ODe should exercise great
caution in using results of the 37Cl solar neutrino experiment as
evidence for \/e oscillations. Since the flux of low energy
neutrinos froa tbe chain initiating proton-proton reaction can be
reliably calculated, observing the flux of this component of tbe
solar neutrino spectrum could give aore direct information on tbe
question of neutrino oscillations. A radiocbemical solar neutrino
detector based upon the neutrino capture reaction 71Ga (ve , e- >71ee
has a sufficiently low ener~y thresbold to observe p-p neutrinos.
A gallium solar neutrino experiment can .eareb for oscillations of
electron neutrinos with an average energy of 300 keV over di.tances
of one astroDOlaical unit (1.5 s lOll m). Progress on aDd the
statua of the developaent of a gallium solsr neutrino detector viII
be deslo;:tbed.

Radiochemical solar neutrino detectors can also be used to
search for ve oscillationa by using "".source of neutrinos of vell
defined energy such as 65Zn• Plans for csrrying out experi.ents




